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Tomorrow’s Internet must
sleep more and grow old.

HotCarbon 2022



We know we can save a lot 
by turning line cards to sleep

NSDI 2008 Two strategies

 Sleeping Buffer and burst packets 
Turn off links between burst

 Down-rating Keep all links up
Match port rates with demand



We know we can save a lot 
by turning line cards to sleep... but we can’t really do it.

NSDI 2008

Hypothesis

Two strategies

 Sleeping Buffer and burst packets 
Turn off links between burst

 Down-rating Keep all links up
Match port rates with demand

Assumed to be 
Measured in minutes

 Start-up delay 



How much could we save by turning things off 
only a couple of times per day?

Or can we?

We consider networks where the average utilization
is typically low: ISPs, Stub ASs, Entreprise networks

We only consider strategies with no routing change.



We need two pieces
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a link utilization dataset 
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 For all links in a network

 Fine-grained data 

 Long-term data 
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We need two pieces
a link utilization dataset a router power model

 Per active port

 Per port configuration



We need two pieces
a link utilization dataset a router power model

Profiling a Tofino switch

Wedge switch

Power meter

WEDGE 100BF-32X

 Per active port

 Per port configuration
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The network link utilization
is both low and seasonal



There are often many parallel links 
between router pairs



There are often many parallel links 
between router pairs



Both aspects combined suggest 
a large potential for turning off links



Analyzing the OVH Weathermap Profiling a Tofino switch



We derive a power profile for a Tofino switch 
under various loads and port configurations

Main insights Added power*

 The idle power is low ~ 108W

 There is a variable 
power cost per port  

0.3 – 1.6W/port

 Power increseases linearly 
but slowly with traffic 

~ 1W/100Gbps

 The data plane program 
matters little 

20-30W at most

Total power*

108W

118 – 158W

122 – 193W

125 – 223W

*Connected with Passive DAC (direct attach copper) cables



We derive a power profile for a Tofino switch 
under various loads and port configurations



We derive a power profile for a Tofino switch 
under various loads and port configurations

Still far from proportional
but already much better!

Sleeping



Changing the port rate yields 
noticeable power savings

 Cannot sleep
 Down-rating helps

1 link

 Sleeping is simple 
and effective

 Down-rating helps further

2 links

 The more parallel links,
the more possible savings 

4 links



Profiling a Tofino switchAnalyzing the OVH Weathermap

So, how much can we save?

??



So, how much can we save? Tens of MWh/year.
But ...

MWh/yearProfiling a Tofino switchAnalyzing the OVH Weathermap



Naively applying this power model to 
the OVH dataset is a gross approximation

 Not the right routers

Putting those two things together 
is somewhat far-fetched

 Not the right transceivers

 Neglect overheads



To do better, we need
yet-unavailable data

 Not the right routers

Putting those two things together 
is somewhat far-fetched

 Not the right transceivers

 Neglect overheads

 Deployment data

Which device and cable models 
are deployed in the network?

 Sleeping implementation

What are the overheads
induced by sleeping or down-rating?

 Power benchmarks

How much power those devices draw
depending on thir utilization?



To do better, we need
yet-unavailable data

 Not the right routers

Putting those two things together 
is somewhat far-fetched

 Not the right transceivers

 Neglect overheads

 Deployment data

Which device and cable models 
are deployed in the network?

 Sleeping implementation

What are the overheads
induced by sleeping or down-rating?

 Power benchmarks

How much power those devices draw
depending on thir utilization?

Help welcome!



Some thoughts about researching
sustainable networking

Admittedly subjective opinions



1

You might be thinking...

The network footprint is small relative to the whole ICT.

That is likely true. And it does not matter. 
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You might be thinking...

The network footprint is small relative to the whole ICT.

That is likely true. And it does not matter. 

The Internet wasn’t built to be power proportional.

True. But maybe it should be made more so.

I am not convinced putting networks to sleep is a good idea.

Me neither! But I’m convinced it must be investigated carefully.



Does rate adaptation at 
daily timescales make sense? 

Climate stripes.

20181850

portrays the increase of average global temperature

jacobr@ethz.ch

Ed Hawkins, 2018

ETH Zürich

Possibly.

 Deployment data

 Sleeping implementation

 Power benchmarks

Still a lot of research needed

Romain Jacob

Laurent Vanbever

Jackie Lim

https://www.reading.ac.uk/planet/climate-resources/climate-stripes
mailto:jacobr@ethz.ch
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